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A Private Recognition
By David Gladfelter

WHOSE TECHNICAL AND INVENTIVE SKILLS
brought about the dramatic Napoleonic portrait used in the
1830s sample sheets of Draper, Underwood, Bald & Spencer,
the bank note engraving firm?

This portrait, illustrated here, is a product of a 19th Century mechanical
device known as the medal ruling machine. This machine produced line
engravings of bas-relief images by tracing the image's three-dimensional sur-
face with a stylus attached to a moving arm. The other end of the arm held a
burin, which carved a line onto a copper or steel plate ground. By making a
series of parallel tracings across the entire medallic surface, an intaglio image of
the medal (in mirror image) would be formed on the plate, which would have a

three-dimensional appearance. The Napoleonic portrait
(with the emperor's second wife, Marie-Louise)

is from a medal engraved by Bertrand
Andrieu in 1810. Notice how the

medal ruling machine has faith-
fully copied and mirrored

Andrieu's signature below
the emperor's bust!

DUB&S used
the medal ruling

technique to pro-
duce medallic
images on many
of the bank
notes engraved
by them, both
for aesthetic
reasons and as
a deterrent to
counterfeit-
ing. Asa
Spencer was a
partner in
DUB&S. Did

he have a role in
the machine's

invention?
In his 1975

monograph published
by the Smithsonian

Institution, Arthur H.
Frazier credits Christian

Gobrecht as being the first
American to have built a medal

ruling machine, and credits Joseph
Saxton with the development of the machine,

principally by eliminating distortions in the tracing
process and in adapting the machine to steam power. Spencer's name is not
mentioned at all by Frazier. And in their Manual of Gold and Silver Coins of All
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Nations, published in 1842 and illustrated with 16 plates of coins produced by
the medal ruling process, U. S. Mint officials Jacob R. Eckfeldt and William E.
Du Bois mention Spencer only in passing: "An instrument constructed chiefly
on Mr. Gobrecht's plan by Mr. Asa Spencer, of this city, was put in operation
by him in London, in 1819; and thus this art may be justly said to have been
first introduced in Europe."

E. E. Law, Spencer's friend and executor of his will, believed that an
"injustice" had been done in that Spencer, and not Gobrecht, should be regard-
ed as having made the first American medal ruling machine. He committed
these views to manuscript notes in his copy of the Eckfeldt and Du Bois manu-
al. That book is now in my library, and I offer his notes to readers of Paper
Money, for whatever weight they care to give them.

On the front freefly, Law writes:

The reader of this useful manual will find in c. VI p. 186 an account of the
invention of medal ruling, which does great injustice to Mr. Asa Spencer, and
contains errors, which are corrected in an article in the Appendix to the XLIV
no. of Silliinan's Journal and is indispensably necessary to its true history.
That article was prepared by me from materials furnished by Mr. Spencer
who always felt and asserted that he was not treated fairly by the authors of
this work, and was justly Entitled, as I believe he was, to the credit of contriv-
ing the instrument by which such beautiful  copies of coins are produced, and,
as is well known, used by him with such exquisite effect. E.E.L.

Below this, he continues:

I was the Executor of his Will.
He lies buried in Monument Cemetery (Philadelphia) with this inscription on
his monument written by me.

In memory
Of

Asa Spencer
An Eminent Engraver

Distinguished
For his inventive genius

The simplicity of his manners
And

The integrity of his life
Died 1 Feb 1847

Further notes by Law are tipped in at page 186, where a description of
the plates is given. They read as follows:

The account here given of the instrument by which Mr. Gobrecht executed the
engravings of the medals mentioned on this page 187 is quite erroneous &
gives him credit to which he is by no means entitled. The full history of the
contrivance by which this ingenious work is accomplished may be seen in
Silliman's Journal where a statement of its origin was given through me
from facts furnished by Mr. Spencer whose character for veracity was without
a drawback and in it will appear the deception or at least disingenuous reti-
cence of Mr. Gobrecht at whose special request Mr. Spencer put together his
own ruling machine a part of the Rose Engine to enable the former to rule
curved lines.

The composition of the two was of Mr. Spencer's own suggestion — He did not
then use it himself nor did he know that the copy of the medals shown by Mr.
Gobrecht was by his instrument until he had occasion afterward to arrange di
use one in London for his professional purposes when all at once he saw it was
by his contrived instrument all was Effected.
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Circa 1830s sample sheet of Draper,
Underwood, Bald & Spencer.

The authors of this book would not correct their error nor indeed acknowledge
it. The Franklin Inst. Journal would not publish the Exposition I had pro-
posed thence its appearance in Silliman's periodical. E.E.L.

Any one who has seen the impressions made by Mr. Spencer himself of coins &
medals from his instrument will be struck with their greater shay pness
beauty — manages too as it was by his manual dexterity without the aid of
Mr. Saxton's very ingenious device.
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The "Rose Engine" referred to is apparently a type of lathe, differing in
design from the American medal ruling machine, that was in use in France and
England for making copper engravings from medals and other relief objects.

The advent of Daguerreotype photography in the 1840s made the medal
ruling process obsolete for the purpose of illustrating medalic art. Frazier
opines that "if photography had been invented a few years earlier, medal ruling
would never have made an appearance." Perhaps in the bank note industry,
however, medal ruling would still have served a purpose, as did vignette and
portrait engraving long after commercial photography became available. Asa
Spencer, if not the inventor of medal ruling, was its foremost exploiter in the
technology of bank note engraving.
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The "Broke" in Broken Bank
By Howard L. Cohen

IN THE 1832, THE STATE OF GEORGIA WAS
being inundated with self-proclaimed banks issuing

paper money, many for nefarious purposes. A bill was
then enacted by the Legislature requiring banks to make
semi-annual reports to the governor. Failure to comply
would result in the bank's notes being refused by the
state treasury and the non-compliant bank's name being
published in the newspaper. As time wore on, more
regulatory banking laws were passed.

The antebellum bankers vigorously and loudly
protested these early regulatory laws and worked dili-
gently and successfully to convert the legislators to their
way of thinking. Eventually, years later, the legislature
sided with the bankers and voted to suspend a law
requiring them to forfeit their charter if they suspended
specie payment (i.e. silver or gold coin for bank notes at
par, upon demand).

The governor, Joseph Brown, vetoed the bill.
Although his veto was soon overridden, the veto mes-
sage he sent to the legislature is an example of how
banks manipulated the system to make money and soon
caused paper money to be discounted and ridiculed.

"Two men work with their hands. . .till each makes
a dollar in gold or silver. One loans his at interest. The
law. . .permits him to receive only 7 cents for the use of
it for one year, and if he charges more the law declares
the excess to be usurious and void."

"The other. . .obtains a charter conferring upon
him banking privileges. It is made lawful for him to pay
his silver or gold dollar as capital stock into the bank
and to issue upon it three paper dollars. The bank is
permitted to loan these three paper dollars at interest,
and charge seven percent on each of them. If he were to
loan them for one year at legal interest, he would
receive 21 cents."

"But the banker is not content with 21 percent a
year. . . . He will not, therefore, lend his three paper
dollars a year at seven percent, but he will loan them for
thirty days, first deducting interest out of the sum
loaned, if the borrower will also pay half, one or two or
three percent a month usury under the name of
exchange. This increases the interest received. . .to 25,
30, or 35 percent."

Governor Brown went on to note that the bank's
usury didn't stop there. There were more manipula-
tions with the one silver dollar in "paid in capital",
which was to be deposited ("paid in before the three
paper dollars are issued"). Since the law only required
the initial deposit and didn't specify the term of deposit,
the banker shortly withdrew this dollar and lent it out
again.

Soon, this early pyramid scheme collapsed and
"runs" on the banks, demanding specie payment, caused
the banks to fold.
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